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Watermelon Man!
Report One: Source of the Addiction
October 25, 2012
Hello from Your onn the Street Reporter
Reporter. Let’s cut to the chase and cut into a watermelon, as seen
in Figure 1. I have made this figure larger than most images I do in the
these reports
report because I hold
the watermelon in high esteem. Truth be told, I cannot get enough of this fruit. I am a
watermelon addict. Once I start eating a watermelon, I cannot stop. One bite will not do. Two
bites make me want a third. On and on, until I have consumed the entire melon. Once finished,
my distended stomach cries for more
more, as my kidneys beg for less.

Figure 1. Heaven on earth.

Like most Watermelon Anonymous (WA) junkies, I blame my childhood for my deficiency. I
will keep this history short, but it deals with this idea: What humans cannot get,
get humans want
more of. It is a bit weird, as we may never have had it in the ffirst
irst place. So how do we
w know we
want it so much? Maybe it was like sex when we were teenagers. We kept hearing about how
good sex was, and although we were not sure of its exact ingredients, it whetted our appetites.
I was not a watermelon virgin. And that was the problem. I had tasted the forbidden fruit and
found it…not just delicious, but a luscious, scrumptious, lip smacking heaven. And mouth
watering, too.
When I was younger, I was not given the oppo
opportunity to have my fill of this fruit. That is why I
wanted more. Again, maybe it is like sex. Think about those times. When we youngsters were
getting acquainted with puberty, it was an unwritten rule among teenagers ((ok
ok, the females) that
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we could not “go all the way.” This restriction made teenagers (ok, the males) want to “go all the
way” even more.
Anyway, I was also small for my age. I was the runt of the litter in more ways than one. Any runt
knows he must go to the back of the queue for just about anything: The back tit for mama cat’s
milk, the scraps of a deer from a wolf hunt. Any yes, the defeat in a battle for the best part of a
watermelon.
When I was around the age of five, I recall Dad bringing home a huge watermelon. What a treat
he had in store for his six boys. As Mom cut the melon down the middle, like Pavlov’s dogs, six
mouths began to salivate. If some kind of discipline were not imposed on us, the older and
stronger boys would end up getting most of the meat of the melon. I would have been consigned
to nibble at the sides, satisfying myself with a few pinks parts around the rind.
Fortunately for me, Dad established a watermelon eating protocol, as seen in Figure 2. He
instructed us to draw two lines (with our spoons) across each melon half. These lines were to
serve as a watermelon Berlin Wall (even before the Wall existed). Once drawn, they were
inviolate. A brother could not encroach onto the melon turf of another brother.
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Figure 2. To the elder go the spoils.

I have labeled each watermelon-eating sector with six numbers, representing the assignment of
the eating zones. I do not recall how the oldest three brothers, (Dave, Ed, and Ross and zones 1,
2, 3) mapped out their claims. But I remember well how the younger three brothers (Jim, Tom,
and I and zones 4, 5, 6 respectively) marked their areas. Rather, I recall how mine (6) was
marked by Jim (4) and abetted by Tom (5).
I was too young to know 1/3 + 1/3 + 1/3 = 1/2 of a full watermelon. But I could easily see the
asymmetrical allocation my brothers had created. I protested but to no avail. They responded I
was too little to eat as much as they did. In hindsight, I suppose their theoretical claim was true,
but they did not realize they had a budding WA addict on their hands.
With agreements reached, we dug in. I merrily began my assault on my admittedly sparse
allocation. As a boy who treasured the idea of anticipation, I toyed with the best part of my
watermelon section. I nibbled around the edges, sampling the rind just a bit, while silently and
lustily awaiting my plunge into the luscious wetness of the red center of section 6 of the
watermelon. After some foreplay with the rind, there I went, anticipating a gastronomic orgasm.
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And there I experienced what can be accurately described as an anti-climax. I had noticed both
Tom and Jim eating near the border of the spoon-drawn line separating them from me. I
wondered about their partnership, but I harbored no suspicions. Their watermelon dalliances
were their concern, not mine.
Shortly, I dipped my spoon into my heretofore virgin area. I came up with only a small bit of
watermelon. I plunged more deeply into my domain. Nothing. Space. My brothers had been
stealing my watermelon! They had spooned out the best parts by making underground
(undermelon) tunnels underneath the surface of my zone.
I protested to my older brothers (numbers 1, 2, and 3). Ha! they said. In one way or another, they
let me know it was part of the deal of being the younger brother. I gathered, with the obvious
exception of brother number 1, the same trick had at sometime in the past been pulled on
brothers 5, 4, 3, and 2.
Fair enough. I waited for the arrival of brother number 7. It would be my duty to initiate him into
the Fraternity of Watermelon Eaters. But brother number 7 never came along. Maybe that is
another reason I am a member of Watermelon Anonymous. You know the spiel: A deprived
childhood made me crave the watermelon in order to drown my miseries.
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Watermelon Man!
Report Two: After the Feast
My brothers will likely deny having anything to do with the watermelon raiding episodes
described in Report One. It is too late in our lives to quibble, so I will just send them this expose
after I have made it public on my blog. That way, in keeping with these modern times, the first
one out of the gate with an assertion will require the second one out of the gate to assume a
position of defense.1 Or maybe it is a case of wanting to blame someone else for my being a
charter member of Watermelon Anonymous (WA).
Spitting Seeds
A follow up to our feasting on a watermelon was the Watermelon Seed Spitting Contest. Mom
was the reason for the creation of this event. Her motive came about because her sons routinely
spat watermelon seeds---not in a nearby saucer where they were supposed to go, but into the
faces of one another.
It always began with a single spit from one of the Magnificent Five into the face of another
Magnificent Five. I say “five” as I did not dare to launch my own seed attack. Being the runt of
the Black Litter, I assumed the role of a human Switzerland, one who Charles Dickens ably
described, “We must scrunch or be scrunched.”2 I scrunched down while Tom and Jim dueled
each other with watermelon seeds. (I paid no attention to the activities at the other 1/2 of the
melon.)
Their battle plan never varied: Spoon-out a gulp of succulent watermelon. Savor it while filtering
out the seeds with adroit tongue movements, pushing the seeds into one or both of the cheeks.
Having swallowed the meat of the melon, load a seed from a cheek (the assault weapon’s
magazine) onto the tongue (the trigger). Puff-up and---using a combination of expelled carbon
dioxide with the tongue acting as both trigger and catapult---fire the seed across the table!
I marveled at this contest. I could not fathom how my brothers could achieve such accuracy and
velocity with their mouths. Finally, I got into the spirit of the battle and gave it a go myself. I
packed a bunch of seeds into my magazine, stood up in my chair and scattershot a mouthful of
seeds into the faces of my brothers. Modesty aside, I gave them pause. …What the muck was
that?! My own version of a machine gun gave me a grim satisfaction as well as some vindication
for their invasion into my watermelon section.
By the way, these watermelon spitting battles never took place if Dad was in the kitchen. Absent
Dad, Mom, being basically a pacifist, did not know how to cope with her testosterone-laden sons
fighting it out with watermelon seeds.

1

With a few Mark Twain-like embellishments to make sure I am the hero in this report, the story in Report One is
true.
2
Charles Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, 3.5, 1865, in Leonard Roy Frank, Quotationary (New York: Random House,
2001), 131.
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After her youngest son semi-regurgitated a mouthful of seeds onto brothers, table, and floor,
Mom put her foot down. Knowing we risked being denied part of the next watermelon, all of us
agreed to forego the kitchen fight. We then took our seeds outdoors. There, we engaged in the
Watermelon Seed Spitting Contest.
Standing behind a line, we would spit a seed toward a bucket. If it landed in the bucket, the
spitter tallied a point. That was it. No horseshoe leaners. No bowling spares. No outer circles
around the bull’s eye. A brother hit the bucket or he did not.
After having made a single impression with my Gatling-gun assault, I was once again relegated
to the sidelines. My lungs and tongue were insufficient triggers. My bullets never made it even
close to that bucket. As always, I sat down and marveled at my brothers’ athletic prowess.
To this day, I still wish I could muster up a decent watermelon seed spit trajectory. I only
practice it when I am eating a watermelon in the sole company of myself. I just cannot see my
wife, son, or dog relating to this exercise…especially if they are sitting on the other side of the
table.
Childhood Diversions
During my early childhood, the only electronic entertainments and diversions we had were the
radio, the telephone, and the light bulb. Affluent households had a toaster. Toward the end of my
family’s stay in my first hometown, I recall Dad bringing home a record player.
The radio was still a somewhat fanciful device. I was not allowed to touch its dials, as I might
damage its frequencies. The telephone was a luxury item. No one but Mom and Dad could use it.
The light bulbs in the house were there for all to use. But unlike the radio and telephone, a light
bulb did not offer much in the way of diversion.
There was also that wonderful variation of the light bulb: the flashlight! I still recall the many
times of my sneaking our (only) flashlight out of the house into the yard to play with its magical
light beams. In only one generation, we have gone from four or five electrical appliances in our
lives to…it would take too much time and space to list them.
For the children of the 1940s and 1950s, it made sense that we devised our own diversions. Sure,
watermelon-spitting contests may seem quaint now, perhaps obnoxious. But they stimulated our
minds. They kept us off the streets. Really, not much different from what an iPad app does for us
now. Except today’s entertainments seem to be a bit more passive than spitting seeds at your
siblings.
Enough spit and philosophy. The next report is about the present and a recent visit to my
hometown, Lovington, New Mexico.
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Watermelon Man!
Report Three: Search for the Holy Grail of Juices
I can now reveal the reason I have written this report. I want to tell you about a lifelong quest,
one I have had since childhood: To find a source of watermelon juice I could consume without
the watermelon meat and rind. Think of my search for watermelon juice without the watermelon
itself as a quest for the Holy Grail of juices.
But I could not find any watermelon juice. And I looked near and far: Europe, Asia, Mexico,
Canada, even the deep southwest of America (my home). I could not find one single container of
watermelon juice without the original rind.
You likely think me as delusional. My
wish was not indicative of a tattered
mind. Just consider these juices (and
take a look at Figure 3 of three grocery
store shelves). They are all stored
without their original container:
orange, tomato, grape, grapefruit, pink
grapefruit, pomegranate, lime, apple,
lemon, apricot, carrot, kiwi, blueberry,
papaya, strawberry, black raspberry,
banana/strawberry, mango, peach,
peach mango and so on.
Name a fruit, and you’ve got a juice.
…Except for watermelon.

Figure 3. Where’s the watermelon juice?

Why not watermelon juice? Through much of my life, I had dwelled on this profound question
many times and over many hours. (I also collect string.)
Most fruit juices can be purchased in bottles, cans, or cardboard containers. Why not watermelon
juice? After all, watermelons are big sellers and more pleasant to taste than, say, lemons or limes.
Like Coke and Pepsi machines, I could picture watermelon juice machines. Put in a coin, and out
would come an ice-cold bottle of watermelon juice. That would be fine living.
The problem was compounded by the fact that for other juices, we can cart them around in their
original container, for example, an orange or an apple. Stick an orange in your pocket and off
you go. You can even take an apple through an airline security gate. Try carting around a
watermelon. Better yet, try getting a watermelon past a security checkpoint at the airport. That,
unto itself, would make for fine story of another time. The point is that unlike a grape, a
watermelon is not pocket-friendly.
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Desperate, I even looked in the grocery stands for packages of dehydrated watermelons. No luck.
That is, until I returned to my home town. Imagine. I had been seeking the Holy Grail of juices
for over sixty years. And there it was, under my own nose.
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Watermelon Man!
Report Four: Search Fulfilled

A few weeks ago, I traveled to my hometown in Lovington, New Mexico, to visit my brother
Ross. On the way to his home, I stopped by a café that had been in operation since I can
remember. It is at least sixty years old.
The Ranch House Restaurant used to be the place to eat in Lovington. In addition to having the
best chicken fried steak in town, it was built of logs. My hometown is located on the largest flat
plateau in North America, the Llano Estacado. Trees and associated logs are as rare as a
rainstorm. So, having a building in town that was built with logs made it very special---at least to
a fanciful boy in the mid 1950s.

Figure 4.

I had intended to stop in for a Coke, as my sis-in-law
Cherrill would likely have dinner for me. I pulled up to the
Ranch House Restaurant, its entrance shown in Figure 4. I
recalled that logs lined the sides of the building. Granted,
decades of applying many coats of paint had somewhat
masked the logs’ profile. Hmm. It was the first time I had
looked at those logs up close since I was a child. Now,
through the lens of an adult, they did not look like real logs,
but log veneers, and the paint coats covered the wood’s
identity. It did not matter. The fantasy of an eight-year-old
boy, seeing his first log “cabin” outside a movie theater still
held my fancy.
Besides, the inside of the Ranch House still had that rustic
pioneering look. Figure 5 shows the logs used to support
the roof and ceiling. Notice the vertical logs, still in their
native, stained state, supporting the horizontal logs.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.
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I sat down at the counter to order my Coke. The waitress
came over, gave me a menu, and returned shortly to take
my order. I made the mistake of opening the menu (Figure
6). I came across my old favorites: fried chicken, fried okra,
fried liver, fried potatoes, fried tomatoes, and yes…chicken
fried steak. Cherrill’s meal would have to wait.
As I was waiting for the waitress to come over, I wheeled
around and looked the place over. I was in a time warp. I
could recall having dinner (we called it supper then) in the
corner of this room with my childhood friend John, and his
mother and grandmother. I recall their treating me to a
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chicken fried steak. For a country bumpkin boy, eating a free chicken fried steak while sitting
inside a log cabin was, as they say today, as good as it gets.
I turned back to my place at the counter to
have a sip of water. At that time, I noticed a
large container on the back counter, as seen
in Figure 7. Maybe pink lemonade? Next to
the lemonade was a board advertising the
daily special: chicken fried steak. What
luck.
Figure 7.

Still, I was curious about the
lemonade. I got up from my stool
and walked to where I was closer
to the board and container (Figure
8).
Sweet Mother Mary. There it was.
In the Ranch House Café. Smack
in the middle of the town where I
grew up: watermelon juice! OK,
the Ranch House chef called it
watermelon water.
No matter, I could hardly believe
my eyes. My quest was over. It
had taken me around the
world…Granted, I was engaged in
some other minor activities, but I
must just as well pile it on here, as
I’ve come this far in my tale to
you.

Figure 8.

The waitress passed by. I turned
on my recorder to capture this
historic event:
“I’ll have a glass of that
watermelon water and the chicken
fried steak special (Figure 9). Say,
how often do you offer chicken
fried steak as your daily special?”

Figure 9.
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-

“Honey, it never changes as far as I know. Don’t really pay it much attention.”
“Sort of like a yearly special.”
“Ha. Yeah. You want gravy on the potatoes, too?”
“Nope, just on the steak. I like my French Fries unmolested.”

She brought me my coveted watermelon juice to savor while I awaited my coveted chicken fried
steak. I do not want to be too melodramatic here, but I was a bit nervous. Like the first attempt at
sex, what if I didn’t like it? Fat chance. Who could not like sex? Who could not like watermelon
juice?
I took in my first drink. It cascaded across my virgin tongue and down my throat. Like that first
feeble experience and attempt at sex, I said to myself, Is that all there is to that? But the second
drink of the fruit was better than the first, the third better than the second. All in all, it was a
culinary climax to my quest for the holy grail of juices.
I was bound and determined to love that juice. My anticipation colored my tastes. I found it to be
surprisingly sweet. It was still tasty, but sweet. My first thought was that the watermelon meat
was breaking down into sugar. But having ignored Watch Mr. Wizard’s shows in my childhood
(our family did not have a television set), I remained ignorant of what had happened.
After the meal, I called the waitress over and asked her how long the Ranch House had been
making watermelon juice (water). She had no idea. I then asked, as I turned on my recorder
again:
-

“Who makes the watermelon juice?”
“Anyone. Usually the busboy. I do sometimes.”
A golden opportunity, “What’s the recipe?”
“Honey, watermelon! Put the chunks in a blender and turn it on. Throw in some sugar and
it’s done.”
- Sugar. No wonder it was sweet.
- “Would ya’ like some dessert. Got some fresh banana pudding.”
- “I’ll have another glass of watermelon juice.”
+++
A few months ago, I purchased a watermelon with the sole intent of creating Ranch House
watermelon water. I set up our blender, and opened the watermelon to extract the
sweet…luscious…succulent…juicy…delicious chunks of watermelon. All of which I
immediately put in my mouth. The blender remained dry. Such is the lot of a WA addict:
immediate satisfaction.
Today, I went to the grocery store to purchase a watermelon. I wanted to try out the recipe
without using sugar: diet watermelon juice. I could not locate one single watermelon. I had
missed the season by a month or so. I must wait until next year to report to you about the results
of my diet drink. In the meantime, I’ll research on how to carbonate and blend this juice with
other juices.
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Just think. You and I (with your seed money and my watermelon seeds) could create an entire
product line based on the watermelon. Like Coke we could have cherry watermelon soda, lemon
watermelon soda, lime watermelon soda. All could be done as diet sodas as well. The
combinations are almost endless. Or we could leave a good thing alone. Watermelon juice, unto
itself, can stand on its own.
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Your on the Street Reporter
Watermelon Man!
Postscript: A Recent Discovery
October 27, 2012
Today, I was going through the photos I used for this report. I opened the picture (Figure 3 in
Report 3)) I took of the fruit juices on the grocery store shelves, getting ready to move it to the
trashcan. Before tossing, I blew it up, just to make sure my list of juice
juices was complete. One
expansion is shown here:

Ah
Ah!! Once again, before my eyes and undetected for who knows how
long? There it was
was---not an ad-hoc
hoc Ranch House bus boy concoction.
A bottled, factory
factory-made,
made, commercial offering of watermelon juice.
Can’t se
see it? I’ll help. To the left is a closer look at this semi-Holy
semi
G
Grail.
rail. I’ve circled the name of the contents in the bottle. I say “semi”
as it is not pure watermelon juice. It is blueberry/watermelon juice.
juice
Frankly
Frankly, it is an adulterated offering, but as they
hey say, any port in a
storm.
The company took the route of Coca Cola and blended a good thing
with something else to make it appear more jazzy;
jazzy likely to appeal to
people who associate watermelon with corny people and corny
stori
stories, such as your writer and this essay respectively.
It was a needed break
break! We’ll now return to depressing subjects.
Shortly, I’ll post on the blog the feel-good
good essay, “We Face Three
Wars.” So, drink
rink up! Maybe some spiked watermelon juice will help
get us through upcoming reports.
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